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Note: Refer to Division, in Fourth Year.
Check division by multiplying divisor by
quotient; the product should equal the divi-
dend. Another attack on addition is sug-
gested below:
Cross Addition. An interesting mental
exercise, but one lacking elements of practi-
cability, is performed by adding to the upper
number the units, tens and hundreds suc-
cessively of the next number below. Varia-
tions can be had by adding from left to right
or by beginning below and adding above.
In oral recitation, drop "and" and "are" and
simply give results. Examples:
38
38 and 5 is 43 and 40 is 1	45
83 and 3 Is 86 and 70 is L	73
156 j       156"
225
862
324
415
1826
Add the hundreds 	1700
See 2, 6, 2 in tens, another 100.. 1800
See 1 ten in 415 and another
in 5, 5 of units...		1820
and 4, 2 units	1826
2. Beview and Generalization. After
many individual cases are worked out in any
line, the student sees a principle and sets it
forth in good form.
(a) In area he says:
Area of any rectangle=lengthXwidth,
and writes it:
Area |    |=lXw,
Area of triangle is generalized after many
observations (refer to Seventh Year) thus:
Also the parallelogram and trapezoid:
AreaO =
B-l-B'
Area of a trapezoid——^—XA.
2
 (b)	In volume, he formulates the results
of much  observation and  experiment with
various   solids,   and  puts   them  into  good
mathematical form, as follows:
Volume of prism=area of baseXH
Volume of cylinder=7rr2XH
or, volume cylinder=?rr2h.   (Refer to page
209 for explanation of tt.)
(c)	In general he draws conclusions, and
formulates those conclusions.   He says the
Perimeter of a square=4Xone side or,
Perimeter Q] a = 4S
Area        [] a = S2
Perimeter |    Jw =
=21+2 w or 2 (1+w)
He comes to see how to express general
mathematical facts.   The rate of speed is ex-
or, rate=-.
pressed by
whole distance
number of hours
How much money does each of 4 boys get
if a farm is divided equally among them?- .
5+7
5X7
2(5+7)
57         5X7
1	,  l = a+b
a     b     aXb
2	2= 2(a+b)
a     b         aXb
The student sees and says that what is true
of J+-J- is true of any unit fractions; what
is true of i+-| is true of any fractions with
numerator 2.
Square Root* (1) Build squares on the
following lines: 3 inch, 4 ft., 8 mi., 9 rd.,
6 yd. Give the areas of each. Show the
use of the exponent 2. 32=9 means that a
square is built on a line 3 units in length,
and the square contains 9 square units cor-
responding to the unit of length in the base
line.
(2) Each one build squares; give areas,
and see if class can tell length of side.   Here
introduce the radical or root sign which asks
the question — "What number multiplied by
itself gives the number under the signf*
100=w;       144=^;       400=n, etc.
Learn the squares through 25; note the
ings of squares are 1, 4, 9, 6, 5, 6, 9, 4, 1.

